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1. Introduction – 5-Methoxymethylfurfural (MMF) can be used as drop-fuel or fuel additive due to its 

appropriate physical and chemical properties [1]. In addition to this, MMF can be converted into 2,5-

furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA), a monomer of polyethylene furanoate (PEF), which can replace 

terephthalic acid as a monomer to prepare polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [2]. The MMF can be 

obtained by catalytic etherification of 5-hydromethylfurfural (HMF, a platform molecule) using methanol 

as reagent. Both raw materials can be produced from biomass. Moreover, for MMF production acid 

catalysts are required. The heterogeneous acid catalysts present higher advantages than homogeneous 

ones. On the other hand, one of the main problems associated to the use of platform molecules as raw 

material is the high number of reactions that can be produced.  

Concretely, in this work catalytic conversion of biomass-derived HMF to produce MMF have been 

studied. For this purpose, different zeolites were employed as catalysts: ZSM-5, CBV2314 (SiO2/Al2O3 

mole ratio = 23), CBV8014 (SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio = 80), CBV5524G (SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio = 50), β 

zeolite CP814E (SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio = 25), H-Y zeolite, H-β zeolite, MCM-41 (Si/Al=5), and MCM-

41 (Si/Al=10). In addition to this, CBV2314 and ZSM-5 were also modified with the addition of 3 % of 

different metals such as Cu, Co and Mn by wetness impregnation method. 

2. Experimental - All experiments were carried out in a 50 mL (±5 mL) batch-type Teflon-lined 

stainless-steel autoclave lined with a 30 mL (±5 mL) glass vessel. The production of MMF from HMF 

was carried out using 15 g solution of HMF/MeOH (1/99 in wt. ratio) and 0.05 g of the selected catalyst. 

After loading this mixture in the reactor, it was sealed and pressurized by 2 MPa of N2 and heated to the 

experiment temperature (from 120 ᵒC to 220 ᵒC) and then placed in a heated plate with 500 rpm magnetic 

stirring. When the reaction time was completed, the autoclave was cooled down by placing it in an ice 

bath to ensure the end of the reaction. 

3. Results and Discussion - All the studied catalysts presented similar characteristics with a high surface 

area and low average pore diameter, from 2.61 to 5.76 nm. The incorporation of the Co and Cu on 

CBV2314 zeolite decreased slightly the surface area. Regarding the metal loading of the catalysts, the 

experimental value was found to be similar than the nominal one. 

 

The acidic properties were studied by NH3-TPD characterization technique. The highest by the CBV2314 

zeolite, with a value of 1.9 mmol NH3/gcat. The acidity decreased when Cu was loaded onto the support. 

The incorporated Cu particles could be partially covering acid sites on the support, thus decreasing the 

catalyst’s total acidity.  

 

The best HMF conversion and MMF yield were reached for the CBV type zeolites. Probably they 

presented an adequate porosity and acidity for this reaction. The CBV8014 zeolite presented the best 

performance, achieving a complete HMF conversion and a yield of MMF of 95 %. The second one was 

the CBV5524G zeolite, although the yield decrease with the reaction time. The last one was the 

CBV2314 with a conversion of HMF of 92% and a yield toward MMF production of 79 %. There seems 

to be a clear relationship between SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio and the catalyst’s activity and selectivity, since 

the results obtained indicate that an increase of SiO2/Al2O3 mole ratio provides an important enhancement 

of the catalytic activity and selectivity. Therefore, it seems that the catalyst with an optimum SiO2/Al2O3 

ratio favors the formation of MMF. 

 

4. Conclusions – Among the zeolites tested in the HMF etherification, the CBV8014 provided the best 

activity and yield. This performance seems to be related to its appropriate SiO2/Al2O3 ratio, which 

enhances the MMF yield when compared with the CVB zeolites. 
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